On a return flight from Sherburn Airfield, the pilot called 'Nottingham Radio' for airfield information. The weather was good and the pilot was advised to join the circuit for Runway 27. He descended on the deadside and, as he turned crosswind into the circuit, selected the first stage of flap; this would be his normal position for selecting gear down. There was no other traffic in the circuit and the pilot completed his 'Pre-landing' checks and called "Late downwind". On base leg, he selected final flap and moved the propeller lever to fully fine. He also pressed the gear test light and then made his 'Finals' call. His approach was good and he flared for his landing. On touchdown he realised that his gear was not extended and, after the aircraft came to rest on the runway, he secured the engine. While evacuating from G-ABIZ, the pilot noticed that the gear indicated 'Up'.

In an honest report, the pilot acknowledged that, during his 'Pre-landing' checks, he should have noticed that he had not selected the gear down.